Mission Summary 10510.10
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
The ambassador's ship arrived, but then attempted to spearhead the station, apparently on its own.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
The crew of the runabout were rescued and all but the ambassador have been placed in Security for questioning
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
The Delegation of the Quitrani people is due to arrive in 10 minutes
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<<<<< RESUME MISSION >>>>>
 
Adm Hamilton:
::standing in the docking bay after having seen to the last of the preparations for the banquet::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
::with the Admiral, ready to receive the first wave of delegates::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Standing by awaiting the arrival of the delegates::
 
Adm Hamilton:
CMO: Do you have a medical team standing by in the event that we have another mishap as we did at the Ambassador's arrival?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::straightens his uniform and waits by the airlock peering around he can see the corridor lined with security::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Adm: Yes admiral, I have ordered several teams to standby.
 
Adm Hamilton:
::paces slightly:: CTO: Do you have the extra security teams set up?
 
Adm Hamilton:
CMO: Excellent!
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::stands not right behind the Admiral, but near by the Admiral::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*TO*: Go to the Brig and star "Interviewing" Ambassador Eldcrest's Senior Staff one by one. I will check on you as soon as I can.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
::heads to the brig:: *CTO*: Acknowledged. On my way.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Adm: Yes Ma'am I have an Escort path cleared out and their assigned quarters are being sweep by hand Admiral.
 
Adm Hamilton:
::turns to her assistant:: CIV: The banquet is ready and Commander Martin is overseeing arrivals there. I want you to work with Commander Archen here and make sure that everyone has clearance before they are allowed to enter the banquet room.
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::gives a polite nod to the Admiral::
 
Adm Hamilton:
CTO: Good, good. This has to go unabated.
 
 TO LtJG MJDoole:
::arrives at the brig::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Quitrani Shuttle Officer> COMM: Arcadia: This is the chief of the Quitrani Delegation, we will be arriving at your station in 2 minutes
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Double checks his uniform::
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::looks to the CTO:: I'm at your service ::bows slightly::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Adm: I even brought the Escort Angels Fighter wing on duty they will be meeting the delegation transports and giving them support to the docking rings.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<OPS> COMM: Quitrani shuttle: Understood, we are awaiting your arrival. Docking instructions are being sent now.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The Quitrani Shuttle is in visible range
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Ambassador Eldcrest's Senior Staff: Ok. Who is the highest-ranking officer here of your crew?
  
Adm Hamilton:
<OPS> *CTO* Operations to Commander Archen, the Quitrani delegates are two minutes out. Docking instructions have been sent.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
<Station OPS> ::dispatches escort fighters::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*OPS*: Right we are ready down here thank you Petty Officer. Send out the Escort wing to meet them.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
<reverse order actions>
 
Adm Hamilton:
<OPS> *CTO* Aye, Sir. Fighter's dispatched.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The Quitrani Shuttle approaches the docking port, with the fighter wing escorting them in.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Watches the shuttle and fighters as they come in::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The Quitrani Shuttle docks and airlock pressurization is in progress
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*OPS*: Send the fighters back out once the ship is safely in, we have one more delegation expected.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: I am Lieutenant.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
CIV: Anything I need to know about the Quitrani? Lets have a good impression.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The airlock opens and a team of Orange skinned aliens enters the hall
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Lieutenant: And you would be?
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
Quitrani: Greetings and welcome to Arcadia Station, I am Ambassador Eldcrest
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::gives a detailed briefing to Archen of what she knows::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Stands at attention::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: Lieutenant Peter Kosfix, Operations Officer.
 
Adm Hamilton:
::steps forward as the pressurization takes place and watches as the door opens:: Quitrani: Greetings. It is our honor to be host to these meetings.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::follows after Eldcrest:: Quitrani: And I am Lt. Commander Archen Chief Tactical Officer ::motioning with his hand:: Lt. Burton our Chief Medical Officer and Ensign Breia, the Admiral's personal aide. We are at your service.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: Ok Lieutenant. I am Lieutenant MJ Doole, Tactical Officer here on Arcadia. Suppose you tell me what happened out there, with the runabout.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Bows to the delegates::
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::gives a low respectable bow to the delegates before her::
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::looks over those that are assembled:: ALL: We are here, let's get this waste of time over with.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: I'm not sure Lieutenant, From my perspective it was going to be a textbook docking procedure, then as soon as I entered in the command to switch to thrusters, the computer locked up, it wouldn't accept any commands, I had to fight to open the COMM back up to signal our mayday
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::lifts an eyebrow:: Digal: I would not pretend to be a peacemaker but I'd link after years of war and losses you might find time for a little peace.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
Digal: The Weisen Delegation is not due to arrive for another 15 minutes, if you would like, I'm sure commander Archen would be happy to show you to your quarters for the conference.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: What do you think caused the lockup?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::motions to a group of guards:: Sec: Scan whatever they bring off their ship onto the station.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::moves toward the one that first spoke:: Ambassador: I am Digal of the Quitrani. I would prefer to see where these discussions would take place. I want to be fully prepared for this conference, not waiting as if caged.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: There wasn't much time to do a diagnostic sir, but I've never known a computer to act like that before, I'd say it was no malfunction.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: Sabotage then?
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
Digal: Of course. CTO: Commander, if you would please see our guests to the reception hall, I shall wait here for the Weisens
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: Like someone didn't want this peace conference to go forward?
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::motions for his followers to bring their things from the shuttle::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: That is the only thing I can imagine sir.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Digal: You will forgive the strict security measures but as you would not be here if they where not needed. All items you bring aboard and closed containers will be properly inspected.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: That would raise questions of who and why?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Digal: And all delegations will have a personal escort while on Arcadia at all times.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> TO: Yes, it would, but I can assure you, it isn't me. I will do everything in my power to help you find out who it was though, I don't take kindly on nearly being blown up, not to mention that whoever did this nearly killed the Ambassador.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::nods to the Ambassador and follows Archen:: CTO: Understood, however you will touch nothing, or fear the consequences!
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Digal: Would you mind if I did a cursory medical scan for our database in the event of any medical emergencies?
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> CTO: I need no escort after you direct us there the first time. We have no need of your guard.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::gives Burton a curt nod:: CMO: If you must.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: Not to mention that if my investigation does prove that it was sabotage, and the guilty party or parties is ferreted out, and they would be ferreted out, they will be facing premeditated attempted murder as well as a whole list of other charges.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::glances in the Admirals direction just to see her reactions if any::
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The Weisan Delegation is due to arrive in 5 minutes.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Digal: Perhaps, so but never the less they will be there for your safety.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Completes a scan of the delegates::
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::wonders if she should follow Digal and Archen or wait for the Weisan Delegation::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::starts to moves quickly leading the party away from the docks::
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: Now think back. Tell me everything that happened on your trip from where you came from to when you got here and we rescued you.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
*OPS*: We are running low on time order the esscorts to secure a docking port in another section I don't want the delegations ships close to each other.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> CTO: I do not need your protection.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Transfers the information from the scans to the main computer::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::waves his hands dismissingly without looking back:: Digal: Nonsense no trouble at all. We are here for you.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Lieutenant Kosfix> ::pulls out a PADD:: TO: I anticipated this, When the problem occurred I quickly downloaded all mission logs to this PADD, at least that much of the computer was working. ::hands the PADD to Doole::
 
Adm Hamilton:
::watches and nods encouragement to the CTO:: Digal: Consider it our custom, a way to look out for our most important guests.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::bows slightly:: CTO: I will not interfere with your customs.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<Weisan Delegation> COMM: Arcadia: This is the Weisan Delegation, we are ready to dock with your station.
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
::takes PADD, reading::
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::Decides to wait for the Weisan Delegation, unless called for otherwise::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Returns to await the arrival of the Weisan delegates::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::stops in front of a door and 2 guards steps aside his presses the pad on the wall and the doors open a pair of security inside where just wrapping up and heading for the door as the doors open::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Guards: All clear?
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Civ: And how are you holding up Ensign?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
<Guards> CTO: Aye sir.
 
CIV Ens Breia:
::smiles to the CMO:: I'm holding up alright. How about you?
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::pushes past Archen into the conference room and makes a cursory inspection:: CTO: Is this the only room exit?
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::steps beside the door and waves Digal inside his quarters::
 
CMO Lt Burton:
Civ: Slowly getting use to all the VIPs and parties around here. It’s really quite exciting being on the station.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::after Digal enters he steps in front of Digal's personal guard:: ALL: I will have your side arms now please. ::holds our hand::
 
CIV Ens Breia:
CMO: True ::slightly nods:: It's different.
 
CMO Lt Burton:
CIV: You'll get used to it, eventually. ::Smiling::
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
<OPS> COMM: Weisan: This is arcadia Welcome, please follow the fighter escort in.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::turns on Archen:: CTO: I will not relinquish my sidearm...neither will my men.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
<OPS>*CTO*: Commander the Weisan have arrived sir.
 
CIV Ens Breia:
CMO: It's a headache that'll eventually go away, but I'm here to do my job and that is what matters.
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
Digal: You will or you can leave this station.
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: Weisan Shuttle docks at the docking port and begins decompression
 
CTO LtCmdr Archen:
CIV: Get down to the Weisan assigning docking port right away please I will deal with this.
 
Adm Hamilton:
<Digal> ::turns to leave:: CTO: Then this conference ends now...
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
ACTION: The Weisan delegation exits their shuttle and bows to the Ambassador and Admiral
 
CMO Lt Burton:
::Stands at attention for the delegates::
 
TO LtJG MJDoole:
Kosfix: There are 4 people that are listed as being actually on the runabout and there are 5 people listed as having access to the runabout. Where is this 5th person?

CTO LtCmdr Archen:
::turns to give Digal a very serious stare:: Digal: Please order your men to stand down. ::smiles as moment. Now .. now .. I am sure we do not want the entire fate of your people’s future decided on two side arms. do We?
 
Ambassador Eldcrest:
<<<<< END PART 2 >>>>>
 


